
You will be writing a comparative essay over the films 
“A Raisin in the Sun” and “12 Angry Men” 

 

How to Write an Essay Comparing Two Movies 
The Irish playwright Denis Johnston once claimed that all stories are based on the same eight plots. If his 
theory is true, filmmakers often create dramatically different films out of similar plots, whether they work 
from identical source material or original screenplays. Film essays often compare and contrast two films in 
terms of visuals, dialogue and character interaction, examining the extent to which these elements impact 
plot and theme. 

 

Brainstorm in Circles 
A Venn diagram, which consists of two overlapping circles, is ideal for brainstorming before writing your essay. 

Name each circle after a film, and then write their similarities in the overlapped portions and their differences in the 

outer portion of the circles. For example, the films "Inception" and "Paprika" both deal with the idea of invading and 

changing a dream world. While brainstorming, you might write "dream sequences" in the overlapping portion, then 

write "animated, bright colors" under "Paprika" and "CGI, dull palette" under "Inception." 

Focus on Relevance 
Narrow your brainstorming session to three related yet distinct topics. Categorize them according to essential film 

elements like plot (the events of the film), cinematography (the visual elements of the film), character (including 

personality traits and portrayal), diegesis (the world of the film) and theme (the overall message of the film). Reduce 

the selection down to three interrelated points. Using "Paprika" and "Inception" as an example again, you might 

compare and contrast the visual styles of the cinematography, the diegesis behind corporate dreams and the 

characters' approach to love. 

The Body 
Depending on which topics you decided to cover and the length of the essay, you may approach organizing the body 

in two ways. In the first method, you'd discuss the films separately, according to the three points. In the second 

method, each of the three points could be analyzed in order, addressing the similarities and differences between the 

films on each point. When transitioning to a new topic, indicate its relevance to prior discussion. Analyze the ways 

in which the three topics reflect or impact the respective themes of the films, emphasizing similarities and 

differences when appropriate. 

Thesis and Conclusion 
Often, the writing process can help you to modify or refine your central argument. For this reason, writing the 

introductory and concluding paragraphs can sometimes be easier after you have written the body. The introduction 

should grab the reader's attention, summarize your argument and offer a thesis statement, a sentence that highlights 

your main points and their significance. For example, "In creating chaotic worlds of corporate dream invasion, both 

'Paprika' and 'Inception' examine potential threats that modern career concerns may pose to mental health and human 

connectivity." The conclusion should summarize the body of the essay and paraphrase the thesis with a sense of 

finality and authority. 

 

 

We have already viewed the film “A Raisin in the Sun” and will watch “12 Angry men” during the next 2 class 

periods. Your essay will be due on ______________________________________________ 


